Below are the known limitations of EFI™ Fiery® proServer / Fiery® XF 7.1 that partners and users should be aware of.

- **Licensing limitations**
  - An upgraded Fiery XF 7.1 license cannot be deactivated when the computer is online if it was previously deactivated when the computer was offline.
  - Deactivating an upgraded Fiery XF 7.1 license when the computer is offline causes the wrong LAC to be displayed in the request file and message when uploaded to licensing.efi.com.
  - If you activate the Fiery XF 7.1 license when the computer is offline, no products or options are listed in the browser.

- **Installer limitations**
  - The EFI™ Fiery® Command WorkStation 6.3 installer rejects a full installation or an upgrade if critical Microsoft Windows operating system updates have not been installed (due to .Net 3.5 framework dependencies). The installer displays a warning message and a link to the required update on the Microsoft homepage. After you have downloaded and installed the required Windows update, restart the Fiery Command WorkStation 6.3 installer.

- **OS-related limitations**
  - On macOS 10.14, it is not possible to print using the EFI™ Fiery™ XF Universal Printer Driver from native applications like TextEdit. Other DTP applications, such as all Adobe Creative Cloud applications (i.e. Adobe Photoshop CC 20xx), do not cause any problems.
  - The preview in Job Editor does not display a job label for step & repeat or nesting jobs with cut marks. The job label does, however, print correctly.
  - On Windows computers, the Fiery XF server, Server Manager and Job Editor cannot be started if a specific entry is missing in the Windows system event log. The user needs to re-start the user the system.
• Wide-Format/Super-Wide-Format related limitations
  ○ If you select a VUTEk FAST DRIVE printer driver, the printer’s white ink is not shown in the light/norm setup of Color Tools. To create a calibration file or media profile, select the non-FAST DRIVE printer model.

  ○ Only legacy EPLs with a Fiery XF 6.5+ linearization can be converted to FAST DRIVE-printer EPLs. Furthermore, only a subset of the available VUTEk 5r/3r–legacy online profiles can be converted into EPLs for use with the new FAST DRIVE drivers.

• General limitations
  ○ If you change one or more settings in Job Editor during verification, the verification status for nested jobs always shows “passed” even if the measured values lie outside the defined tolerances.

  ○ The Canon imagePROGRAF Pro6000 Series printer allows media sizes up to 60” roll. However, Fiery XF 7.1 only allows roll media widths of up to 24”.

  ○ The output size is not updated in the Job Summary of Job Center until you open a normal job in Job Editor, return to Job Center, deselect the job and then select it again.

  ○ Spot colors mapped to InkJet in Job Editor revert to CMYK using FAST RIP.

  ○ File names with 2-byte characters or unicode characters cannot be processed using FAST RIP.

  ○ The measuring device settings for the Barbieri Spectro LFP qb are not transferred to EFI® Fiery® Color Profiler Suite when you launch the application from Color Tools.

For more information contact your local Fiery® proServer / Fiery® XF dealer or visit www.efi.com/products/inkjet-printing-and-proofing/fiery-for-inkjet/. EFI’s portfolio of integrated solutions increases productivity and improves your bottom line. Find out more at www.efi.com.